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Draft Functional Requirements
The system shall

1. Autonomously navigate through a set of provided waypoints
2. Explore the surroundings around each waypoint
3. Collect perceptual data while navigating
4. Process the data to identify human signatures
5. Analyze the identified signatures to accurately estimate human location
6. Navigate to the rescue location
7. Drop the “rescue” package



Functional Requirements
The system shall

1. Autonomously navigate through a set of provided locations of interest
2. Complete the search within limited time
3. Explore the surroundings around each location of interest
4. Collect perceptual data while navigating
5. Process the data to identify human signatures
6. Analyze the identified signatures to accurately estimate human location
7. Navigate to the rescue location carrying the rescue package
8. Drop the rescue package



Draft Performance Requirements
The system will

1. Operate in a search area with dimensions 200m x 200m and no occlusion
2. Complete one iteration of search in less than 25 minutes
3. Cover areas around the waypoints with 20% tolerance
4. Collect perceptual data limited to 3-4 (?) types
5. Identify 3-4 (?) human signatures
6. Estimate human location with 80% confidence and +-10m tolerance
7. Carry a “rescue” package weighing ~100g
8. Drop the package at the rescue location with a tolerance of +-5m



Performance Requirements
The system will

1. Accurately reach the locations of interest with a tolerance of +-5m
2. Complete one iteration of search in an un-occluded operating area of 200m x 200m in 

<25 minutes
3. Attain up to 80% coverage of the desired local search areas around each location of 

interest
4. Collect perceptual data limited to 3  types - IR radiation, visual imagery, and sound
5. Identify potential human signatures with at least 80% recall and 60% precision
6. Estimate potential human signature location with +-5m tolerance
7. Carry a rescue package weighing 100g
8. Drop the package at the rescue location with a tolerance of +-5m
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